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	In medicine and science, two inseparable sisters, a modern renaissance has

	occurred in which the pursuit of knowledge has provided the world with

	fascinating discoveries and answers to age-old questions. Perhaps one of

	the most shining and striking moments in this modern renaissance was

	the elucidation of the human genome. From this momentous project were

	produced tools and knowledge that could be put to use to solve other

	problems and answer other questions. We find, however, that in seeking

	out an answer, we instead discover that we have more questions than when

	we started out. Moreover, answers that are found in chemistry, physics,

	insect genetics, and so forth frequently provide researchers in seemingly

	unrelated fields with clues that may prove to be important in their own

	hunts. It is important, then, that as true renaissance scientists, we open

	ourselves to the knowledge that is transmitted (literally on a daily basis

	now) in the world of science and medicine.





	The world of ophthalmology is certainly partaking in this renaissance

	with ever new advancements in the field. Ocular immunopathology is at

	the forefront of these new advancements. The immune system, involved in

	diverse processes from inflammation to cancer, has proven to play a central

	role in many diseases. Even when an organ system is seemingly tucked

	away from the immune system, as are the brain and intraocular structures,

	dysfunctions involving components of the immune system can nonetheless

	manifest themselves. Yet again we are left with more questions than

	answers in attempting to understand disease.
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Professional SharePoint 2013 AdministrationWrox Press, 2013

	THE THREE AMIGOS ARE BACK together to write another SharePoint Administration book. It feels kind of crazy to know we are done with this process for a third time. With the 2007 edition we had almost no clue what we were doing but we knew that the topic was important. The 2010 edition was painful but a great adventure; when we started I never...
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Absolute FreeBSD: The Complete Guide to FreeBSD, 2nd EditionNo Starch Press, 2007
FreeBSD—the powerful, flexible, and free Unix-like operating system—is the preferred server for many enterprises. But it can be even trickier to use than either Unix or Linux, and harder still to master.
Absolute FreeBSD, 2nd Edition is your complete guide to FreeBSD, written by FreeBSD committer Michael W. Lucas. Lucas...
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Image Processing with LabVIEW and IMAQ Vision (National Instruments Virtual Instrumentation Series)Prentice Hall, 2003
The definitive tutorial on desktop image processing with NI's IMAQ Vision
This book brings together everything you need to achieve superior results with PC-based image processing and analysis. Expert Thomas Klinger combines a highly accessible overview of the field's key concepts, tools, and techniques; the first expert introduction to NI's...
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Middleware Networks: Concept, Design and Deployment of Internet InfrastructureSpringer, 2006
Middleware Networks: Concept, Design and Deployment of Internet Infrastructure describes a framework for developing IP Service Platforms and emerging managed IP networks with a reference architecture from the AT&T Labs GeoPlex project. The main goal is to present basic principles that both the telecommunications industry and the Internet...
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Pro Bash Programming, Second Edition: Scripting the GNU/Linux ShellApress, 2015

	Pro Bash Programming teaches you how to effectively utilize the Bash shell in your programming. The Bash shell is a complete programming language, not merely a glue to combine external Linux commands. By taking full advantage of Shell internals, Shell programs can perform as snappily as utilities written in C or other compiled...
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Selling Your Business For Dummies (Business & Personal Finance)For Dummies, 2008
A hands-on tool for conducting the successful, profitable sale of a business
    
    As business owners gray, trends have shown that they start thinking of cashing out. Selling Your Business For Dummies gives readers expert tips on every aspect of selling a business, from establishing a realistic value to putting their business on the...
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